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Jenny Bloom's Breakout Session

Keynote Speaker Jennifer Bloom and her concurrent session The Hero's Journey.

Concurrent Session 1-Mil 1.1, Cultivating Resiliency with Tonnet from Univ Denver

Peer Advising - Tara Connolly and Jill Barrett Truckee Meadows Community College

The Six Steps of Failure

Onboarding new advisors & the Transfer Articulation Meeting

This survey was sent out three weeks after the end of the conference. I don't remember.

Advising is teaching and learning US Air Force Academy

Session 6.1 Onboarding New Advisors: Expectations, Training and Creating a Culture of Teamwork by Amy Ahlstromer.

For the most part all the session I attended was helpful

1.1, Helping students develop bounce: cultivating resliency, Tonnett Luedtke, Leah O'Grady, Tori Furno

Session 1.1, Helping Students Develop Bounce, Tonnet Luedtke, Leah O'Grady, Tori Furno

Session # 1.3, Helping Students with Chronic Health Conditions Succeed in College, Julie Hill

Denise Larson, presenting on Diversity

Sessions which incorporated learning theories were the most helpful to me. I enjoyed those the most.

5.6, Difference Matters, Denise Larson

Jenny Bloom's keynote

Resilency Presentation by University of Denver. Well done and great information! The Hero's Journey by Jenny Bloom was great, too.

Session 6, Onboarding New Advisors: Expectations, Training and Creating a Culture of Teamwork, Amy Ahlstromer I LOVED this session!!!

keynote

Session 5.1. Bolstering Resilience in College Students: Advising Matters. Julie Tetley - United States Air Force Academy.

PC1 Advising is Teaching and Learning: A Comprehensive 12-Model Curriculum, United States Air force Academy AND 4.1 Probation & Dismissal: Having Positive,
Productive, Difficult Conversations, UC Boulder

Challenge by Choice

7.5, "Hey Mom, What Classes am I Taking?": How to Maximize Parent and Guest Involvement in Advising, Shelley Nicholson, Martina Stewart, Lena May-Fraser - University of
Utah

Adlerian Theory - The Early and Often of Student Engagement

Developing Leadership Skills in Peer Advisors and Student Workers

8.1-C. Yeadon

Session 1.1, Helping Students Develop Bounce!: Cultivating Resiliency

7.1 The UPs and downs of academic advising; Sara Yerger, Jared Burton

Keynote with Jennifer Bloom about the Hero's Journey

C52, What Motivates Me?, Chad Hart

Establishing Resiliency on the first full day in the a.m.

I don't recall, but I enjoyed all presentations that I went to, which really surprised me.

Total Responses 33
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Statistic Value



2. Overall, I thought the Conference was:

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 1 5 32 36 74 3.39

2 Conference Location 7 17 23 30 77 2.99

3 Facilities 17 33 21 7 78 2.23

4 Meals 7 25 32 12 76 2.64

5 Registration Process 0 3 29 46 78 3.55

6 Keynote Jennifer Bloom 2 7 15 45 69 3.49

7 Opening Reception 1 4 27 13 45 3.16

8 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 2 9 27 40 78 3.35

9 Closing Wrap Up 2 8 29 14 53 3.04

10 Overall, I thought the conference was: 2 11 35 29 77 3.18

Min Value 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

Max Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Mean 3.39 2.99 2.23 2.64 3.55 3.49 3.16 3.35 3.04 3.18

Variance 0.46 0.99 0.80 0.74 0.33 0.64 0.45 0.62 0.58 0.60

Standard
Deviation 0.68 0.99 0.90 0.86 0.57 0.80 0.67 0.79 0.76 0.77

Total
Responses 74 77 78 76 78 69 45 78 53 77

# Question Poor Fair Good Very Good Total Responses Mean

Statistic Advanced Mailing,
Publicity, Etc.

Conference
Location Facilities Meals Registration

Process

Keynote
Jennifer
Bloom

Opening
Reception

Quality of the
Concurrent
Sessions

Closing
Wrap

Up

Overall, I thought
the conference

was:



3. How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this
conference?

1 None 37 47%

2 1-2 24 31%

3 3-4 12 15%

4 5 or more 5 6%

Total 78

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 1.81

Variance 0.86

Standard Deviation 0.93

Total Responses 78

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



4. How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

1 Talking with a colleague 39 51%

2 E-mail announcement from NACADA 42 55%

3 Other: 14 18%

NACADA website

supervisor

NACADA website

Steering committee

NACADA Website and Region 10 communications

Membership

NACADA webpage

Last year's Region 10 Conference

NACADA Website

Checked NACADA website

Personal Research

My department has a membership

web site

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Total Responses 77

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



5. To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

1 Not at all 5 6%

2 Some 17 22%

3 Most 39 51%

4 All 16 21%

Total 77

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.86

Variance 0.68

Standard Deviation 0.82

Total Responses 77

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

1 Faculty Advisor 2 3%

2 Academic Advisor 47 60%

3 Counselor 1 1%

4 Academic Advisor/Counselor 2 3%

5 Advising Administrator 11 14%

6 Administrator with responsibilities over several areas, one of which is advising 9 12%

7 Graduate student 1 1%

8 Institutional position supports advising i.e. Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc. 4 5%

9 Affiliated with a college or university but not in any of the roles previously mentioned 1 1%

10 Not affiliated with an institution of higher education 0 0%

11 Other: 0 0%

Total 78

Min Value 1

Max Value 9

Mean 3.38

Variance 4.19

Standard Deviation 2.05

Total Responses 78

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



7. How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or
faculty member)

1 Less than 5 years 34 44%

2 5-10 years 24 31%

3 11-20 years 16 21%

4 More than 20 years 4 5%

Total 78

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 1.87

Variance 0.84

Standard Deviation 0.92

Total Responses 78

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. In what ways was this conference valuable to you?

Networking, Sessions, Vacation

This content in every concurrent session that I attended was so great. This was by far the best regional conference I've attended.

I learned so much from this conference and appreciated most of the sessions. There was only one session I couldn't follow along with because he was speaking too quickly and
switching from slides so rapidly I couldn't follow along.

I always learn new things and meet new exciting people at NACADA conferences. I almost like the regional ones better just because the size is more manageable.

This was my first regional conference, and it was nice to see what they are all about.

Sessions provided valuable information.

I was able to meet collegues in NACADA from other institutions. It also sparked the idea that I would like to present at a regional conference in the future.

sessions were great (with the exception of one), time with colleagues was helpful, time away from my office was fantastic - I came back with a lot of ideas to work on

Great discussions. Especially the Incarcerated Student talk.

thrilled to see so many professionals in one place discussing their ideas on how to make colleges and universities better places. Sharing great ideas. People that enjoy their
jobs. I've been to many academic conferences- the professionalsim and preparedness of the presenters was consistently better than what I have seen in the past

New insights to common issues. The value and professional aspect of advising and how much can be learned.

I really enjoyed working with other advisors and professionals from the region. I loved the opportunity to learn from other programs. I enjoyed the sessions where I had tangible
tools to take back with me and work with.

Very valuable connecting to other colleagues that have tried other interventions and have other helpful perspectives. I really enjoyed the quality of the sessions!

Allowed me to get different perspective and strategies for success from more tenure academic advisors.

I really enjoyed the concurrent sessions and the opportunity to interact with others from the region who were not from my state.

Learned from other Universities.

I got to meet people from other institutions and exchange ideas. It was good to hear how other institutions are handling the same issue our institution is facing (e.g. providing
excellent customer service to increasing #'s of students without the ability to increase staff size.)

The concurrent sessions were generally excellent. Great meeting new colleagues and learning what other institutions are doing.

renergizing, love to be surrounded with folks who do the same job, understand the joys and challenges, learn best practices, and tips/tricks

Learning more about managing advisors was great.

I was able to network with other advisors as well as get to know some of my colleagues better.

I love attending conferences so that I can recharge my internal battery. I take the time to discuss important topics with other advising staff members that are not from my campus.
I get to strengthen my network of personal resources.

It was great to meet people in the region, catch-up on regional issues, and attend some great sessions.

Great information from a couple of the sessions/speakers.

This was a great networking event and allowed me to see what has been happening within other schools in our Region.

The conference was a great chance for me to network and gain information from the Onboarding New Advisors session.

The opportunity to present and spend time with my colleagues.

Great quality sessions, sharing of ideas

It was out of my region

networking

The content in the concurrent presentations was outstanding. It was the best I have seen at a regional conference. Because I also review for a lot of regional conferences (even
those I cannot attend), I have seen a lot of poor proposals, but these are the best yet.

Excellent concurrent sessions. Get way to network and reconnect with colleagues! I always take away a new idea from NACADA conferences!

Helped me realize there are other advisors with similiar situations. It was great to talk with others in regard to what works.

Offered new approaches and ideas to bring back to our institution. Fresh perspectives.

Networking with other colleges and sitting through beneficial presentations that raise awareness of student populations that may be falling through the cracks at my institution

Concurrent sessions were generally helpful, meeting and talking with other members was invaluable. Hearing presenters' and other members' experiences helped spark new
ideas to bring back to my position.

Re-energized, new ideas, meeting interesting people

Networking and learning from others and stirring the creative juices of how to better help students

Quality sessions with practical applications to advising.

Fresh and new ideas; networking with colleagues

It was motivational/inspiring, and gave me some good ideas to research further.

Got me excited about my role again. I really liked learning how to incoprorate different advising styles into my role.

Appreciated opportunity to attend concurrent sessions, network with advising professionals, develop professionally before busy advising season.

Presenters gave me a lot of information that it might be possible for me to use during my advising sessions. all the handouts from presenters was great, and also receiving
email documents, too (I just forward these to the people I work with in the advising center. Making conections and making friends. Love it!

Networking with colleagues, learning what issues are occurring for colleagues in the region, regional meeting

sharing of information

I was able to connect with wonderful colleagues.

Text Response



Many of the sessions had information that was useful or interesting to me.

Good to see what others in the area are focused on

Networking - I come to these conferences to network and learn about advising tools. Thats why I loved Mr. Hart's presentation on What Motivates Me.

Getting ideas and hearing colleagues share what works for them.

Some of the sessions confirmed that my institution is doing really well and even ahead of the game (assessment). I particularly appreciated the session on working with
parents/families from the University of UT staff.

Networking. Opportunity to present.

It was valuable to meet other advisors, and some of the sessions were helpful.

Was able to network with fellow ASU staff, which has helped me since I have returned back to my campus.

I was able to network with fellow advisors, and the information from the sessions was helpful.

meeting others

Total Responses 57

Statistic Value



9. My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external
activities/type/length of sessions, etc.)

I would love to say have this conference every year, because it was so beneficial not only in my professional role, but my role as a mother, friend, sister, etc..... I loved the
activities that were planned. I like being able to network outside of the conference and get to know my colleagues on a personal level.

I was truly disappointed in "snack time." There was only cheesecake and chocolate and I couldn't eat either of them. I would have at least a fruit and veggie option during this
time for those of us with dietary restrictions. I heard more people came than rsvp'ed but it is important to have enough room in each session location so people don't have to sit
on the floors or stand outside of the room.

Larger venue Topics and information that is immediately applicable

I would be glad to pay a little more for conference fees and have a better hotel. This hotel was pretty awful and the food was dreadful all throughout.

N/A

-More interactive sessions -Keynote that bring emotion into the speech and relates well to everyone -Better food -More space; Millennium Hotel is a nice hotel, but definitely
NOT big enough for a conference of this size!

The sessions to allow more time for questions, i feel that some were rushed but the information was good.

Better location. The place hardly had parking and was generally uncomfortable.

I would never stay at a Millennium Hotel again. While Boulder was great, the facilities were not good at all. I had major security concerns with my room and it was not handled
well by management. I would absolutely recommend a different location for future conferences.

The keynote was excellent this year, I really appreciate having an excellent keynote presentation- this should be a priority and getting to see Jenny Bloom was my deciding
factor in attending. I recommend Dr. David Stovall from the University of Illinois at Chicago and Irene Ota from the University of Utah- great diversity speakers. I would like to see
more diversity/inclusion conversations too.

N/A

Larger choice of drinks for teetotalers.

Sessions need to have room for more people. It was impossible to get into sessions if you did not arrive 10 minutes.

Larger rooms, sessions that provide more detailed info not just activities or gathering our input for the topic.

Bigger breakout session rooms to accomodate. There seemed to be less people in the morning and everyone in the afternoon which led to overcrowded rooms and not being
able to attend sessions. Also, the plated lunch was awful. We were crammed into the smallest room. Buffet lines would work best.

Bigger venue.

I would like to see sessions that target graduate students or online graduate students. Not sure how many people work with those populations as it seemed most sessions I
attended were aimed for undergraduate students.

Sessions on how to get upper administration (including Deans, Vice Chancellors, Provosts, etc) to better understand advising as a profession and what it can contribute to the
University. It feels that most upper administration understand the value of prescriptive advising, but don't totally comprehend how powerful development and proactive advising
could be...

more hands on presentations

More broad range of topics. Many seemed like they were focused on the same aspects of advising.

Include more break out sessions that make us interact, be engaged, share ideas and to create the foundation for future conversations.

Increase the sessions that focus on current topics that impact academic advising. The current completion agenda is relying heavily on advising at many campuses. So what are
some administrative tools and practitioner tools that all should be aware of? Also technology continues to grow in our life and impact academic advising.

Rooms that will accomodate the people who wish to attend ( I had to stand or sit on the floor at almost all the sessions due to overbooking). Also, allow for longer sessions - 50
minutes wasn't long enough for most of the sessions I attended.

It would be great to see more interaction/ice breakers throughout the conference to break up the "initial stick" that often happens. We are all great people so it would be great to
establish a good bond throughout.

Screen the abstracts for presentation proposals better. I walked out of the last session I was in "I'm not sure what to Title this Presentation: Advising the Indecisive Student",
because the presenter Brandon Lowden was not "finished" with his presentation he said and didn't appear to be knowledgeable on the content. I felt this way with a few of the
presentations actually.

There was such a great turnout that the rooms were packed for the concurrent sessions. Unforeseeable, but maybe in the future make sure the location has enough rooms that
will hold over 50 capacity each room.

The session topics were not of interest to me. I wish the schedule had been available prior to registration. Make sure the rooms are large enough to accomodate the number of
attendees.

The location of the conference was nice in that it was near UC-Boulder's campus. Not having a car made things very difficult to explore in the area, so that was disappointing. A
variety of planned activities (that is, not just one activity at a brewery given our large LDS advising population) would be nice.

None - great job by the committee!!!

Keep doing what you're doing! Topics and speakers were excellent, and the Avery tour was a wonderful add-on/opportunity to get to know other advisors from the Region.

More topics on non-advising roles, if possible, as there are positions across campus who are doing advising in additional to other roles.

Larger venue and/or some kind of registration/RSVP to show interest in sessions to gauge attendance numbers; the main ballroom during the keynote and several rooms
during sessions were beyond packed, not enough chairs, and quite uncomfortable.

Fully vet the hotel. A brief google of Millennium Harvest House showed quite a few poor reviews, more than most hotel chains - and those reviews were right, unfortunately.
Conference was great, but would have been MUCH better at a different venue.

The rooms were not well suited to what was needed. Some rooms were too large and some were too small. It was very noisy with people talking in the hallways when you were
trying to listen to the session. The hallways were narrow and you had to wait to let a line of people pass to get to different rooms. The amount of session options to choose from
was good. More experiential sessions would be nice.

two-year community college advising strategies; advising strategies for students returning for military service; advising the unmotivated student

I understand that presenters cannot be expected to be experts on their subjects (or it would probably be difficult to get volunteers). But too many sessions that I attended relied
almost entirely on the audience for ideas. If we already had good ideas, we would not be at that session - we attended to GET good ideas from the presenters. So I think this
lowered the quality of many sessions.

Text Response



Affordable "drive-in" day or afternoon events. Conferences by state or region (Northern Colorado), etc.

It would have been nice to have a true closing session - it was strange that there was no group gathering at the end of the conference. I would also recommend more focus on
advising diverse populations, working with faculty, innovative advising practices.

Since this was my 1st conference, more room for sessions; but I understood that more people were allowed into the conference as walk-in.

Diversifying presentation topics; I've seen Dr. Bloom 3 times now, so diversifying speakers; planning facilities and room capacities according to number of registrants; activities
forcing networking with new colleagues (most people tend to stick with who they know and don't get to meet new people)

Location was great, Colorado was a great experience and I hope that next years conference is in Colorado again.

working with students on probation Title 9

- Larger space

Pick a location where you don't have to clime several levels or go to a separate building. The layout was rather confusing and inconvenient. The Grand Ballroom was cramped
for the number of people in attendance.

Better venue with more rooms that are large enough to hold attendees.

Keep the networking aspects, create more if possible.

Workshops on supervision, building an effective team, dealing with intrusive parents.

I'm sure the conference organizers have heard this, but the spaces were awful. I realize that conferences (and locations) are planned well in-advance, and I'm not sure if this
could have been addressed otherwise. But it made for a very challenging and negative experience. I couldn't attend multiple sessions b/c the rooms were so full w/ attendees
even in the hallways.

Some sessions were too focused on Colo schools. This was a regional meeting, not a state. PLEASE get a facility that can accommodate the number of attendees that want to
be in a session, as well as one that is not old and run-down. Also, please remind attendees that pets are not welcome. Service animals are fine, but I did not attend sessions
where dogs were there, due to allergies. Not right!

Loved the topics, I would just suggest larger rooms, as some presentations were filled and many people were left out.

A bigger facility for the conference and sessions, since many of the sessions were standing room only.

higher quality presentations. More directly useful applications, worksheets, skills to walk away with.

Total Responses 52

Statistic Value



10. Additional comments:

Thank you for the amazing sessions during this conference. I hope next time there is a variety of options for people with dietary restrictions. I also hope rooms accommodate
more people and the hotel rooms are more soundproof. Thank you!

I don't mean to be repetitive but the hotel choice distracted from the conference. Rooms were not adequate to hold guests, food was awful, and we did not feel secure in our
rooms given that we accidentally discovered a colleague's key opened another guest's door.

I loved being a part of this Region 10 conference. Thank you! =)

Attending NACADA events/conferences oftentimes reinvigorates me to perform better and feel refreshed in my advising role. Although I learned valuable information at this
regional conference, I didn't leave feeling reinvigorated and refreshed. I think this is due to the sessions offered--perhaps more interactive sessions needed, or more
networking/social aspects and a keynote that brings emotion.

Don't let Brandan Lowden present again.

Too bad some of the rooms were so hot and cramped, had to miss a 'wanted' session as could not stay in the overheated room.

The keynote speaker was great. I walked away feeling like a stronger person, and a stronger advisor.

First problem was the venue was too small which met the bathrooms could not meet the needs of everyone. Using the bathroom met missing the next session because it would
be full. Pick a bigger venue and increase the break by 5 minutes. I dislike conference food and would prefer to eat lunch on my own especially if I am traveling, I like to try new
things.

N/A

Well done! It was a lot of fun and very informational.

The location of the conference in boulder was great. However the hotel was a very poor set up for conference breakout sessions. Also, due to over registration rooms were
overfilled and in the afternoon sessions I could not even get to the sessions. I was very disappointed.

Room size where many of the sessions were held were WAY TOO SMALL!

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to volunteer even just a little bit during the event. It helped me connect with other professionals

The facility was less than stellar. Although maps were provided, the layout was funky and difficult to navigate.

The conference committee did a great job in producing a great program. The keynote by Jenny Bloom was outstanding. I think the Millenium Hotel had some customer service
issues but this is beyond the scope of the committee.

Boulder is a great city, but the accommodations left something to be desired. One of the presentation rooms smelled like smoke, the others very quite small. I understand that
we weren't expecting that many people, but it wasn't a very attractive venue overall.

I expected to hear presentations from individuals who had performed extensive research on the topics provided, but I left disappointed. It seemed these presentations were
based on what happened at their own institutions and did not apply to my University at all. I would love to take back tangible information and resources instead of a vague idea
of a topic.

Really fantastic time!

The facilities of the conference were sketchy. We knew the exterior of the conference hotel/location would be under construction, and that was fine--but the interior was filthy
and dangerous. The location also seemed somewhat dangerous and left me feeling uncomfortable when I left the hotel because I did not have a car. Much more advanced
notice of activities and travel options should be relayed.

Hotel was overwhelmed by the number of attendees, but kudos to the hotel staff and conference committee to make everything work.

Loved it!

Overall I was impressed with my first NACADA conference and look forward to learning more about the organization in the coming months.

All in all the conference itself was great.

The rooms were just too small for most concurrent sessions. I know that you don't want to turn people away, but when it affects the experience of those who registered in a
timely manner I think we have to re-think cutting off registration.

I think participants should have been able to at least preliminarily select sessions ahead of time, so that you could have assigned each session to an appropriately-sized room.
Some of the sessions were in ridiculously small rooms, or were only half-full of chairs and had people sitting on the floor.

You probably already know that the space was a challenge. I enjoyed that we were off campus (parking) but rooms were small. Thanks for not giving out useless things in our
gift bag. I would rather pay less per person than have lunch. Our office gives us almost no funding to attend these conferences. I assume in the future, I will have to pay myself.

Overall, I had a great time at the conference. Some of my concurrent sessions were outstanding, and others were fair. I felt the conference space was not adequate given the
number of attendees and the scope of some of the sessions. Everything seemed very crowded and it was difficult to navigate spaces.

I love attending NACADA conferences, but this is the worst one I have ever attended (regionally or nationally). The facilities were horrible, the rooms were cramped and very
yellow, the food was disgusting, and the sessions were repetitive and for the most part not outstanding. I did enjoy the social and getting to meet new colleagues, but they were
still introduced by people I already knew.

A few rooms for concurrent sessions were too small for how many people were trying to attend.

This was a fantastic conference!

The breakfast meal was rather lacking.

It wa super fun to be in Boulder but the Millenium had seen better days.

Pikes Peak CC had several sessions that were VERY subpar. I typically wouldn't single out individual workshops in an overrall eval (and made sure to share on workshop
evals), but I (and quite a few other attendees) walked out. Was there a reason that one team was awarded multiple sessions? However I appreciate all of the hardwork the
organizers put into the conference.

Don't want to sound like I'm only complaining, but this was the least valuable regional conference I've attended. Facilities were terrible - rooms to small, bad AV support, whole
facility seemed run-down and poorly maintained. Additionally, the programming seemed to be too state focused and not as worthwhile as other conferences I've attended.

Excellent! I had been to a national NACADA conference in Chicago and I thought this was much better. The presenters did a wonderful job.

One of the presenters did not even show up, another was late.

Total Responses 36
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Statistic Value





11. What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments
section, indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to
help us in our future planning.

1 Conference registration fee 69 92%

2 NACADA Membership 60 80%

3 Hotel expenses 44 59%

4 Mileage and tolls 41 55%

5 Airfare 27 36%

6 Meal expenses 40 53%

7 Other: 5 7%

8 Further comments about your response: 7 9%

airport parking

Super Shuttle

I paid out of pocket for this entire conference.

rental car stayed with relatives, so paid for rental car rather than hotel expenses

I am a recipient of a regional travel grant

I am local so didn't have other costs

Funded by Region 10 grant; my department would have fully funded me otherwise.

This hotel is in SERIOUS need of renovation. Duck tape holding down the carpet on the stairs is not acceptable.

Did not require hotel expenses, mileage, or airfare. I paid for meal expenses out of pocket.

enjoyed it all!

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 75

# Answer Bar Response %

Other: Further comments about your response:

Statistic Value
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